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Introduction

The description shown below was for the original version of "Forest of Trees", however, several

of the chapters have been removed and are now separate eBooks available in this privatized

eBook library.

The chapters in this book consist of family trees for the respective families that appear as the

second or third generation of the tree. The first entry is a Branch entry if multiple branches are

used, or a 00Root-NAME. The 00Root-name method is used when a single name tree is

developed and there are several sub-trees with the same surname but the lineage back to the

main tree is unknown. Care must be taken when using these trees as the lineage may not be

correct. Notes have been added to indicate that a person is being attached temporarily until the

proper lineage is determined.

The first trees are from the 00Root-Krause line. The individual branches are from different

family groups with the surname of Krause/Kraus/Krauss/Kruse/and other variations of spelling

of the surname Krause. These families are not related by blood or marriage to the other

individuals in the database. The main purpose of including them is to try and determine their

lineage as far back as possible and see if they do connect to a common root. If this helps others

to determine their lineage then that is the main purpose for including them in this document.

The next trees are arranged alphabetically and are:

ANDERSON: This tree consists of two branches, both from the 1851 census for St. James

Parish, Charlotte Co., NB. (Andersonville)

ANDREWS: This tree consists of the descendants of the ANDREWS  line from Norfolk County,

England.

APPLEBY: This tree consists of two branches. First one from Northumberland Co. and the

second one from Charlotte Co., NB

AUSTIN: This tree consists of several Austin lines that are located in New Brunswick, Nova

Scotia , and the New England states of the USA.

AUSTIN, SAMUEL JOHN, Sr.: This tree is of the Loyalist Samuel Austin from Queens Co., NB.

BECKWITH: This tree shows the different Beckwith families that were in NB & ME.

BENSON: Descendants of  Benson families from Saskatchewan.

BROWN: This tree shows the descendants of Daniel Brown and Abigail Wardwell of Charlotte

Co., NB.

CLENDININ: This tree shows the descendants of the Clendinnin family of St. David Parish,

Charlotte Co., NB.

COE: This tree shows the descendants of John Woodbine Coe of Norfolk Co., England.

CONNICK: This tree shows the Connick line from Charlotte Co., NB, and their descendants.

CORNING: This tree is the collective work of many individuals that are working on the

descendants of the original Corning root.

FLAGG:  Descendants of Josiah Flagg

FROST: This tree shows the different Frost families, six branches, who were in the Charlotte

Co., NB and Washington Co., ME area.

GETCHELL: This tree shows the Getchell families of Maine and New Brunswick.

GILL: Descendants of Gill families of  York Co., NB

GREENLAW: This tree shows the Getchell families of Maine and New Brunswick.

HALL: This tree shows six different branches of the Hall name that were in Charlotte Co., NB,

and also in the eastern USA.
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HANSON: This tree goes back to Roger de Rastrick, b early 1200's and his descendants. The

name Hanson was created by an act of the British Parliament in 1330. If you are a descendant of

the Hanson line then many of the people in Charlotte Co., NB are your relatives.

HILL: This tree shows the descendants of John Hill who is the ancestor of the "Hills of Machias,

Washington Co., ME and Charlotte Co., NB."

HITCHINGS: Descendants of Hitchings families of Charlotte Co., NB

HODGINS: This tree started out as an electronic version of the book "HODGINS ....KINDRED

FOREVER" by Lester Hodgins. This book was printed privately and is no longer available to

members of the Hodgins or related families. The original data has been added to by a  group

working on the electronic version.

HOPPE: Hoppe families from Prussia/Germany to Wisconsin.

HUSON: Descendants of Daniel Huson of Queens Co., NB

JACKSON: This tree shows several branches of the Jackson name many from Charlotte Co.,

NB. Both the Irish Jackson lines and also the Scottish Jackson lines are included. The Scottish

Jackson line shows the descendants of the UEL member William Jackson that came to Charlotte

Co., NB. He was a member of the Port Matoon Association, Jones Division.

JACKSON-2: This tree shows the descendants of a Jackson line in Essex co., MA

JUNG: This tree covers several sub-branches of JUNG/YOUNG families. The Jung lines are in

the New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and New England areas.

KISSELBURG: This tree shows two different branches, one from the GA, NC area, and the

other from NY, IL, area of the USA.

KNICKREHM: This tree is for the Knickrehm line that came from Germany to Illinois and

Minnesota area of the USA.

KRUEGER: Descendants of Krueger families of WI & MN

LANDWEHR: This tree is for the Landwehr/Landwer line that came from Germany to Illinois,

Minnesota, and Saskatchewan areas.

LANGE: This tree covers the  different Lange  branches that came from Germany to the USA or

Canada.

LIBBY: Descendants of John Libby.

LYMBBURNER: Descendants of Lymburner families from Scotland to Maine & New

Brunswick.

McCURDY: This tree shows the descendants of  Daniel McCurdy and his descendants who

came to Charlotte Co., NB, and Washington Co., ME.

McINTYRE: This tree covers several branches that came from Scotland to Canada then to

Michigan and finally to Saskatchewan and other areas.

McMORRAN: This tree covers the McMorran family from Ireland to Charlotte Co., NB.

MERSEREAU: Descendants of  Mersereau families of Sunbury Co., NB

MILBERRY: This tree shows the descendants of the Samuel Milberry of Charlotte Co., NB

MOORE: This tree shows the descendants of the Moor/Moore families from

Scotland>Ireland>NH>Charlotte Co., NB.

PERKINS: This tree shows several branches of the Perkins name. Several of the branches were

in Charlotte Co., NB.

PINKERTON: Pinkerton families of NB & ME.

POMEROY: This tree shows the descendants of Richard Pomeroy. Many of his descendants

came to Charlotte Co., NB.

PULK: Polk & Pulk familes of NB

RANKIN: Descndants of Rankin Families of NB.

SCHIEWE/SCHEWE: This tree is for the Schewe braches from Germany or Poland to the USA

or Canada.
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SEDERQUEST: Descendants of  Sederquest families of Kings Co., NB

SHADDICK: Descendants of Shaddick/Shaddock families of Northumberland Co., NB.

SMITH: Descendantsm of Smith families of ME & NB.

SPARMANN: Descendants of Sparman(n) families of WI & MN.

STEEN: Descendants of Steen families of NB.

STEINKE: This tree covers the Steinke name from Germany to Canada.

STURGEON: This tree covers the Sturgeon line from Scotland to NS the to NB, Canada.

THOMPSON: This tree covers several branches of Thompson lines. Some are from New

Brunswick, Ontario, and Saskatchewan.

THURTLE: This tree covers the Thurtle family that came from England to Canada, then to

Michigan.

TURNER: This tree shows the descendants of Richard Turner of Whitefield, ME. Many of his

descendants came to Charlotte Co., NB.

VANSTONE: This tree shows three branches, one in Charlotte Co., NB, another in Ontario and

the third in Manitoba.

VYE: This tree covers the descendants of Charles VYE of Poole, England to Trinity,

NewFoundland, then to Mirimachi, New Brunswick, Canada

WILSON: This tree shows three Wilson families from Northumberland Co., NB.

ZIELKE: This tree covers several branches of the Zielke name. They are originally from

Germany or Poland and came to the USA or Canada.

The final chapter is an Ahnentafel Report on the Ancestors of my son. This shows the ancestors

of the KRAUSE/ANDREWS/JACKSON/THOMPSON lines and the many other names that

make up the ancestral database.

Finally the index. This  lists all of the families present in this document and is constantly

changing as new members are added.


